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Bound By Darkness May 17 2021 A tortured fairy and a vampire warrior unite to stop evil in this
paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of Taken by Darkness. The Sylvermyst have
a reputation as sinister cousins to the fey, and none are more mysterious than Ariyal and his tribe. To save his
people from banishment, he sold himself to the evil Morgana. Finally free, he faces a new challenge: Jaelyn,
an elite vampire warrior sent to capture him. By rights, he should kill her on sight. Yet he cannot bring
himself to hurt her—or to resist her... Jaelyn is stunningly beautiful, utterly lethal—and always alone. Until
Ariyal. From their first encounter, she knows that what's between them is more dangerous than simple lust.
And as they unite to thwart a terrifying prophecy that will mean the end of his clan and of the world they
know, she will risk everything to fulfill her destiny by his side . . . Praise for Alexandra Ivy “Beyond the
Darkness kept me riveted! The Guardians of Eternity series is highly addictive.” —Larissa Ione, New York
Times bestselling author “Ivy always packs her books with buckets of action, emotion and sexy sizzle.
Another winner!” —Romantic Times on Devoured by Darkness
When Darkness Ends Jul 19 2021 A hedonistic vampire and a sexy fairy princess find passion as they face
destruction in a supernatural romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Cyn, the chief of Ireland’s
vampire clan, is an unabashed hedonist whose beauty is surpassed only by his insatiable appetite for pleasure.
It’s no wonder he’s furious when he’s transported from the magical land of the pureblooded feys to his
desolate medieval castle. But he’s about to face a level of turmoil and trouble that even he cannot charm his
way out of… Most women are all but powerless against Cyn’s charms. But Fallon, a sharp-witted fairy
princess, is less than beguiled by the silver-tongued vampire. She’s a serious soul with no time for the sort of
games he plays—especially when they learn that someone is trying to close the veil that separates the
dimensions. But seduction may prove the most powerful force of all, as attraction ignites between the

unlikely pair even as worlds collide around them.
Shades of Darkness Oct 22 2021 “Ripe with humor, romance, and the thrill of the chase…exciting.”
—Publishers Weekly The Guardians of Eternity think they’ve averted the disaster that could destroy them.
But in New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Ivy’s world of temptation, lust, and secrets, one slip
could change everything . . . Chaaya endured centuries as a sacrifice, protecting her people from an evil that
could destabilize all magic. At long last, her servitude is over—and she’s raring to have some fun. The
baddest ghost-girl in Las Vegas has a talent for causing mayhem. And for getting under the skin of her solid,
silent bodyguard, the vampire Basq . . . Basq doesn’t let anyone close. He’s learned the costs of
companionship. But reckless, disrespectful Chaaya, with her fiery temper and her fierce loneliness, isn’t like
anyone else. Staying near her isn’t just a duty, it’s a hunger. When a prisoner of Chaaya’s last battle escapes,
possibly seeking Chaaya’s nemesis, Basq isn’t letting her chase through a hellscape mirror London alone.
But when the choice is between abandoning everything that’s kept them alive, or each other, survival will
take not only desire—but trust . . .
Slayed by Darkness Jul 07 2020 From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Alexandra Ivy
comes a new story in her Guardians of Eternity series... Only an idiot would try to kidnap Jayla. She's a takeno-prisoner kind of vampire who rebelled against the previous King of Vampires, and now regularly battles
with both human and demon enemies who resent the success of Dreamscape casino she manages in Hong
Kong. So when she's snatched off the streets, she doesn't bother to struggle. Instead she starts plotting her
slow, bloody revenge. The last creature she expects when she arrives at her destination is Azrael, the
mysterious mercenary vampire she killed a century ago. Azrael has never forgotten Jayla, and not just
because she tried to stab a stake through his heart. He'd never encountered a female who could match him in
battle. Her raw courage was sexy as hell. And it didn't hurt that she was drop-dead gorgeous. But, he didn't
abduct her because he desired her. Or at least, that wasn't his main motivation. He needs her rare talent to

stop time. An evil fey has stolen his sword. The weapon is magically bound to him, and unless he retrieves it,
he's doomed to a painful death. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it's
an introduction to an author's world. And for fans, it's a bonus book in the author's series. We hope you'll
enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Wildwood Jun 25 2019 Prue McKeel is keeping out of trouble. Or trying to. Then her baby brother is
abducted by crows and hauled off to the woods beyond the city. It is up to Prue to bring him back. On her
mission she is plunged into the world of Wildwood and there she meets more trouble - and magic - than she
ever thought possible.
One Down Mar 03 2020 ONE DOWN From the USA Today Bestselling Bayou Heat Series comes an allnew sexy, romantic suspense saga… The Pantera Security League Six shifters, representing all factions,
working deep undercover. They prowl through the gray area between good and evil, willing to do whatever is
necessary to protect their pack. His mission is to find and retrieve the female kept as a sex slave by their
enemy’s henchman… Cerviel is trained not to feel and not to get attached. But when he sees the female
naked and bruised inside the cage, every instinct he’s forced down surges to the surface. Like him, the female
is broken and alone in the world. But if he gives in to his raw, possessive nature, his cover will be blown, and
danger will befall everyone he protects. Now that he’s found her, he can’t let her go… Five years ago, Hallie
was taken from her family, both parents murdered before her eyes. As a child she had been given Pantera
blood, and her power is undeniable—especially to the ones who want to use her. Free now, she must go to
the Wildlands, a place she knows nothing about, to solve a mystery no one will reveal. Can she put her trust
in the male who rescued her? Because he already has her heart.
What Are You Afraid Of? Oct 02 2022 What Are You Afraid Of? is the new gripping, chilling thriller from
New York Times bestselling author, Alexandra Ivy. If you love Karen Rose, Karin Slaughter and Lisa
Gardner, you'll LOVE Alexandra Ivy! Readers are raving about her! 'I could not put this book down. Its story

line is pure genius and the characters are fab' 'Exhilarating...it held be captivated from the first chapter until
the very end' 'A page turner if ever there was one with twists at the end that made it a very satisfying read'
The only thing to fear is...him. Carmen Jacobs interviewed the world's most terrifying serial killers for her
bestselling book, The Heart of a Predator. When she receives a box of photographs of dead girls, she
recognises the similarities to the infamous Trucker murders at once. But that killer is dead... The police might
not believe her, but Carmen knows there's a monster out there, paying homage to other murderers. Yet this
isn't just a copycat. It's a vendetta. All clues point to a killer obsessed with Carmen - someone who knows her
work, her past, her secrets. Someone who won't be satisfied until he has made all her deepest fears come
true... Look for more page-turning suspense from Alexandra Ivy with Pretend You're Safe and You Will
Suffer, out now.
Stalk the Darkness Dec 24 2021 In New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Ivy’s thrilling new
romance, a vicious evil stalks two Guardians of Eternity, waiting to attack where they never expected . . .
Becoming a vampire nearly killed Satin. After decades in hiding to reach fighting strength, she swore never
to be weak again. Instead, she flings herself into the joys of life. Like “combat practice” with Marco, the
owner of the wildest club outside of Chicago. Getting a workout with the sizzling Were is the ultimate nostrings-attached pleasure. Until a chaos-strewing demon leaves Satin with an impossible, infuriating
diagnosis: Vampires don’t get pregnant. Marco prides himself on being the perfect Were—strong, savage,
and barely housetrained. But with Satin gone on her mysterious quest, he’s compelled to follow. This ravenhaired warrior might be his mate for all eternity. But a dark presence hovers around her. If Marco and Satin
can’t solve its riddle in time, there won’t be any future to worry about . . .
Darkness Revealed Dec 12 2020 A powerful woman faces terrible danger, and the only one who can help her
is a dangerous vampire in this romance by a New York Times–bestselling author. Two hundred years have
passed since Anna Randal gave herself to Conde Cezar in a night of relentless passion. Since then, Anna has

become filled with unearthly power she can’t begin to comprehend. And the sexy, charming vampire
responsible has eluded all of her efforts to track him down, until now . . . Cezar’s blissful encounter with
Anna cost him two centuries of penance. But one thing hasn’t changed—his body’s response to her is as
urgent as ever. Now, commanded by the Oracles to keep watch over Anna, Cezar finds himself torn between
his need to protect her—and to possess her . . . Someone wants Anna dead. And as an ancient enemy prepares
to wage a terrifying battle, Anna must decide whether to succumb to a dark, burning desire—and accept a
destiny that could change the world forever . . . Praise for Alexandra Ivy's Embrace The Darkness “Ivy
creates such vivid and complex characters, their emotional struggles feel real even though their exploits are
supernatural. A true gift to the genre!” —Romantic Times “Delivers plenty of atmosphere and hot-blooded
seduction.” —Publishers Weekly "A darkly erotic adventure with a vampire hero who can bite me anytime!
Readers will adore Cezar's deliciously romantic craving for feisty, idealistic Anna Randal.” —New York
Times–bestselling author Angela Knight
Darkness Everlasting Feb 23 2022 A battle of vampires and werewolves will be decided by one woman’s
desire in this supernatural romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Darcy Smith never knew
about the secret she possesses within her, one powerful enough to end an entire race of demons. But now, as
an unwitting pawn in an epic battle of vampires and werewolves, she’s about to discover the truth—and enter
a dangerous world of ecstasy and dark passions. Consumed with lust for Darcy, the vampire leader Styx will
do anything to keep her out of the lair of Salvatore Giuliani, the deadly ruler of the weres. But Salvatore is
every bit as desperate to make Darcy his ultimate conquest and queen. With his kind pushed to the brink of
extinction, she alone holds the key to survival. Now Darcy will have to decide which of these two men she
can truly trust. Because all it takes is one bite to plunge her into a lifetime of servitude—or a lifetime of
pleasure.
Bewitch the Darkness May 05 2020 The vampires and werewolves chosen to be the Guardians of Eternity

believe they’ve conquered their latest threat. But as one of them will learn in this mesmerizing installment
from New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Ivy, old lovers make the most ruthless new enemies . . .
Only one drastic mission can tempt Kyi away from the peaceful woodland where the dryads raised her:
killing her mother. Xuria’s beauty masks a bone-deep evil that has enslaved fey for centuries with the help of
a powerful stone. A hundred years ago, Kyi almost succeeded—until one meddlesome vampire destroyed her
chance. With rumors that Xuria has emerged from her secret realm, Kyi’s determined to try again—despite
the vampire who is now focused on destroying her. Locke has been waiting over a century to avenge what he
believes was Xuria’s death. Discovering the sorceress’s raven-haired fey daughter was the assassin is a
surprise—until her story of Xuria’s treachery begins to ring true. Working with Kyi is one solution—and the
relentless heat simmering between them is a hint that they may be fated as mates. But even a destined love
will have to wait as they now struggle to defeat Kyi’s twin sister, who has a chilling plan of her own . . .
My Lord Vampire Jan 31 2020 A vampire must protect a widow in possession of a powerful amulet in this
Regency romance trilogy opener by the author of the Guardians of Eternity series. Centuries have passed
since Gideon Ravel dwelled among humans. Now he must infiltrate London high society to earn the trust of
one woman. Simone, Lady Gilbert, possesses an amulet of unimaginable power—and no concept of the
threat that surrounds her. The ton's gossip prepared him for her beauty and wit. But he is blindsided by her
barely disguised sensuality and his growing need to possess her . . . None of the idle aristocrats who vie for
Simone's attentions know about her past. To them, she is the sophisticated, worldly widow known as the
“Wicked Temptress.” The truth would ruin her, and she has never been tempted to reveal it until now. Yet
beneath Gideon's bold, black-eyed stare is a hunger that demands satisfaction and complete surrender . . . and
a secret far more dangerous than her own . . . Praise for New York Times–bestselling Author Alexandra Ivy
“Beyond the Darkness kept me riveted! The Guardians of Eternity series is highly addictive.” —Larissa Ione,
New York Times bestselling author “Ivy always packs her books with buckets of action, emotion and sexy

sizzle. Another winner!” —RT Book Reviews on Devoured by Darkness Previously published as written by
Deborah Raleigh
Kill Without Shame Apr 15 2021 A murder mystery reunites a veteran with an embittered ex in this romantic
suspense novel by the New York Times–bestselling author of Kill Without Mercy. Five brave military heroes
have survived the hell of a Taliban prison to return home—and take on civilian missions no one else can.
They’re the men of ARES Security. Highly skilled, intimidating, invincible, and one by one, tested again and
again . . . Lucas St. Clair’s prestigious family had a political future planned out for him—one that didn’t
include his high school sweetheart, Mia Ramon. Under their pressure, Lucas gave her up. But since surviving
captivity, he’s a changed man—and a crucial member of ARES Security. When he discovers a dead man
clutching a picture of Mia that bears a threatening message, his fiercest protective instincts kick in, and he
knows he must go to her. Mia has never forgiven Lucas for breaking her heart, and she’s convinced her
feelings for him are in the past. But it’s soon clear that isn’t true for either of them. Now, determined to solve
the crime and keep Mia safe, with his ARES buddies backing him up, Lucas will have to reconstruct the
murder victim’s last days—and follow a lethal trail that leads right back to the fate of the woman he still
loves . . . Praise for Kill Without Mercy “A fantastic blend of romance and suspense . . . thrilling to the end.”
—Mary Burton, USA Today–bestselling author “If you want an action packed, steamy and hard-hitting
mystery with a number of unexpected twists, then pick up Kill Without Mercy and you will not be
disappointed.” —Fresh Fiction
Darkness Unleashed Aug 20 2021 The Guardians of Eternity are vampire warriors without equal, bound by
their loyalties and sworn to protect their charges from every danger. . .except those posed by their own
hungry desires. . . A scarred recluse, Jagr makes no secret of his disdain for others' company. But now, as a
member of Chicago's powerful vampire clan, he has certain obligations to fulfill. The latest: track down a
missing were pureblood and return her to her sister. The problem: Regan Garrett has no intention of

complying. And though Jagr agreed not to harm an inch of this stubborn female's distractingly tempting
body, he'll gladly kiss her into submission, awakening an urge he hasn't felt in years. Hell, in centuries. . .
Regan vowed never to be at the mercy of another man. That goes double for arrogant, steel-muscled
vampires with eyes of ice. All Regan wants is revenge against those who imprisoned her. She doesn't need an
ally. She certainly doesn't need a mate. But soon Regan will have to choose--between a lust for vengeance,
and a passion as dark and dangerous as the night. . . Praise for Alexandra Ivy and Darkness Revealed "A
darkly erotic adventure with a vampire hero who can bite me anytime!" --Angela Knight, New York Times
bestselling author
Afraid Apr 03 2020 A thrilling new book featuring the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Third
Grave, that fans of Allison Brennan and Lisa Gardner won’t want to miss! Dark secrets and revenge converge
as former students from an elite boarding school, which is also a haven for the daughters of the rich and
famous, come face to face with the crimes of the past… LUCY Lucy Champagne was sent to St. Cecilia’s
after her movie-star mother was brutally attacked by her sleazy boyfriend, Ray Watkins. Lucy’s damning
testimony landed Ray a twenty-five-year sentence. But now, Ray is free. And he’s going to find Lucy and
make her pay, no matter how far and how fast she runs . . . RAYNE Rayne Taylor found unexpected
happiness at St. Cecilia’s, until her roommate, Natalie, committed suicide. Only when Rayne finds a box of
mementoes from that time does she realize how wrong she may have been about Natalie’s death—and how
far someone will go to keep the truth hidden . . . ERIN Erin MacDonald remembers little about the long-ago
night she and her sister, Anna Beth, were kidnapped. While Erin was found safe, Anna Beth vanished
forever. Now Erin has reluctantly come back to the family estate, where Detective Rafe Montego hopes to
finally crack the case. But as flashes of Erin’s memory reemerge, she learns how deep the danger goes . . .
My Lord Eternity Nov 10 2020 When a serial killer targets the local brothels, Jocelyn Kingly, a champion
for less fortunate women, soon discovers that the strange amulet in her possession holds the key to the

murders as well as to the true nature of her friend vicar Amadeus Fallow and the man she loves, Lucien
Valin. Original.
Fear the Darkness Sep 20 2021 A beautiful werewolf and her ferocious protector face deadly enemies and
dark desires in a supernatural romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Cassie is a werewolf
prophet blessed with visions that portend the fate of the world. A rare and delicate creature, she must be
protected at all costs. Enter Caine, a powerful cur turned pureblooded Were whose recent tangles with a
demon lord have left him in serious need of redemption. Caine is duty-bound to keep Cassie out of
danger—and that includes resisting his potent urge to seduce her. As Cassie's mysterious visions lead them in
and out of danger, Caine becomes increasingly certain that he has found his true mate. Cassie is charmed and
frightened by Caine's magnetism. But she can't afford to doubt Caine now. A deadly enemy bent on
destruction is closer than they realize—and only they can keep chaos from ruling the world.
Book Buddies: Ivy Lost and Found Jan 01 2020 A lonely doll helps a child adjust to a blended family in the
first of a charming series about library toys and the children who borrow them, written by Newbery Honoree
Cynthia Lord. Ivy was Anne the librarian’s doll when she was a young girl. But now she has moved to
Anne’s library to be its newest Book Buddy—a toy that can be checked out just like a book. Ivy isn’t sure
she wants to be borrowed, though. She’d rather go back to just being Anne’s favorite toy. Fern, a child who
visits the library with her stepfamily, also wishes things could go back to the way they were, when Fern had
her dad all to herself. When Fern takes Ivy home, an unexpected outdoor adventure helps both of them find
confidence and belonging in their changing worlds. This heartwarming story by Cynthia Lord, with a classic
feel and gentle illustrations by Stephanie Graegin, is the first in a chapter-book series that pairs friendly toys
with child characters who need them.
Don't Look Apr 27 2022 IF YOU’RE ON HIS LIST A woman’s naked body is discovered, cold and pale as
the surrounding snow—except for the crimson scarf around her neck. The weeks that follow bring more

victims and evidence of a terrifying pattern. The killer has a list. And every woman on it will get what she
deserves . . . YOU’RE AS GOOD Dr. Lynne Gale followed in her father’s footsteps to become a vet in Pike,
Wisconsin. For years, she’s had little contact with Kir Jansen, son of the town’s late sheriff. Suddenly he’s
back, insisting that Lynne’s in danger. She can’t believe anyone would target her, but someone is hunting the
women of Pike, savoring every last moment. AS DEAD Kir hoped that his father’s frantic calls about a serial
killer were just an old man’s delusions. But the body count doesn’t lie. In this quiet town, a monster stalks
and kills. And soon, Lynne’s will be the last name on his list . . . Praise for Pretend You’re Safe “A satisfying
mystery … Ivy's clever foreshadowing keeps the tension high throughout this fast-moving tale, and the
romance sizzles.” —Publishers Weekly “A pulse-raising romantic thriller.” —BookPage
Don't Cry for Me Aug 27 2019 Mariah Conrad has come home. Badly wounded on active duty in
Afghanistan and finally released stateside, she has no family to call on and nowhere to go—until Quinn
Walker arrives at her bedside. Quinn…her brother-in-arms, ex-lover and now maybe her future. Quinn brings
Mariah to his log cabin in the Appalachian Mountains of Kentucky to rest and recuperate both physically and
emotionally. While she's incredibly grateful, Mariah is also confused and frustrated. She's always stood on
her own two feet, but now even that can literally be torture. She's having flashbacks and blackouts, hearing
helicopter noises in the night. She wants to push Quinn away—and hold him closer than ever. But will she
get the chance? Those helicopters are more than just post-traumatic stress; they're real—and dangerous. Bad
things are happening on the mountain. Suddenly there's a battle to be fought on the home front, and no
guarantee of survival.
On the Hunt Oct 10 2020 Four intriguing paranormal authors entice readers deep into the shadows, where
vampires, immortals, and other supernatural creatures heat up the night. On The Hunt by Alexandra Ivy Mika
Tanner has loved Bailey Morrell, a beautiful Healer, since childhood. But his duty as a Sentinel, a
supernatural guardian of an ancient race, clashed with her rebellious spirit. Now a dangerous new anarchist

group not only threatens life as they know it—but any chance of their being together again . . . Scorpius
Rising by Rebecca Zanetti With a deadly disease spreading like wildfire across the country, microbiologist
Nora Medina needs to focus all her energy on stopping the pandemic. Playing with dynamite—in the form of
her way-too-hot ex—is the last thing she should be doing. But forced to work with Deacan McDougall
against unexpected enemies with the seconds ticking by, she knows the explosion is coming . . . Phantom
Embrace by Dianne Duvall Immortal Yuri Sokolov was born with the ability to see spirits, yet he’s never
seen one as lovely as Cat Seddon, the woman who haunts his home and his dreams. But amid their starcrossed love, a new danger may have Yuri facing a different kind of eternity. Stake Out by Hannah Jayne
Vampire fashion designer Nina LaShay has a lot on her plate—just two days until fashion week and the
model who was flirting with her photographer boyfriend is now a corpse in her studio. But when dead turns
into undead and dangerous, Nina must find out who’s responsible . . . before the beautiful baby vamp takes
too many bites out of the Big Apple.
When Darkness Comes Jan 25 2022 A woman finds danger and desire with a vampire demon in this
“sizzling paranormal romance” series debut by the New York Times bestselling author (Savannah Russe,
USA Today bestselling author of Beyond the Pale). The day Abby Barlow broke a priceless vase, she thought
she might lose her job. She had no idea what she was in for. In just a few hours, she's survived an explosion,
watched her employer die, had a startling dream, and now she finds herself in a seedy Chicago hotel with the
sexy vampire demon Dante, whom she both desires and fears. For centuries, Dante has stood as guardian to
The Chalice, a mortal woman chosen to hold back the darkness threatening to overtake the world. A terrible
twist of fate has now made Abby that woman. Three hours ago, Dante would have used all his charms to
seduce her. Now she is his to protect in an epic battle between good and evil—and a desperate race to save
their love. "An affair so hot it burns up the page." —Savannah Russe, USA Today bestselling author of
Beyond the Pale "Alexandra Ivy is already in a league of her own." —Lynn Viehl, author of Dark Need

Masters of Seduction Sep 08 2020 Surrender to sinful pleasures and forbidden passions with Masters of
Seduction, the sizzling new paranormal romance novella series from "New York Times" and internationally
bestselling authors Lara Adrian, Donna Grant, Laura Wright and Alexandra Ivy. "In the realm of the Incubi
Masters, pleasure is to die for and love is the deadliest game of all . . ." Merciless: House of Gravori by Lara
Adrian Seeking vengeance for the murder of his brother, Incubus Master Devlin Gravori demands justice
from the high court of the Nephilim. But fury and retribution are no match for the consuming desire he feels
for Nahiri, the beautiful Nephilim warrior he claims as his hostage. Soulless: House of Romerac by Donna
Grant Incubus Master Canaan Romerac is focused solely on revenge against those who betrayed him and put
him in the Oubliette for five hundred years. That is until he sets eyes on Rayna. Can the beautiful Nephilim
heal Canaan's wounded soul before it's too late? Shameless: House of Vipera by Laura Wright Sexy Incubus
Master Scarus Vipera has grown weak, and the only thing that will strengthen him again is Rosamund, the
power-rich female of the Harem. But the mysterious Nephilim is determined to leave the Harem untouched,
her heart intact. Ruthless: House of Xanthe by Alexandra Ivy Jian, Master of the House Xanthe, has devoted
his life to returning his family to their former prominence. When he's offered a contract to hunt down the
missing Sovereign, he's eager to accept. The last thing he expects is to encounter a stunningly beautiful angel
who stirs more than his lust.
Two To Go May 29 2022 **The mystery and epic romance of the Pantera Security League continue in TWO
TO GO, the second story in our new, sexy Bayou Heat offshoot!** A Dark, Dangerous Fairy Tale A Prisoner
of Body Once upon a time, a young Pantera female called Elyon was ripped from her family and left to roam
the jungles of South America. She foraged and fought to stay alive. And by the time she was rescued, she’d
grown into a Badass Beauty who could kill without mercy. The Angel of Death. The Perfect Hunter. A
Prisoner of Blood Cage fighter, Max is no prince charming. The human male has spent his entire life
protecting his parents. With every strike, every win in the illicit matches he fights in New York City. Night

after night he’s forced to shed blood and crack bone, as a slave to the men who hold his parent’s prisoner.
But when a Cinderella in black leather walks through his doors, for the first time in his life, Max wonders
what is truly worth fighting for.
Kill Without Mercy Mar 15 2021 A Texas covert ops specialist hunts down a serial killer in this romantic
suspense series opener by the New York Times–bestselling author of Don’t Look. From the hellhole of a
Taliban prison to sweet freedom, five brave military heroes have made it home—and they’re ready to take on
the civilian missions no one else can. Individually they’re intimidating. Together they’re invincible. They’re
the men of ARES Security. Rafe Vargas is only in Newton, Iowa, to clear out his late grandfather’s small
house. As the covert ops specialist for ARES Security, he’s eager to get back to his new life in Texas. But
when he crosses paths with Annie White, a haunted beauty with skeletons in her closet, he can’t just walk
away—not when she’s clearly in danger . . . There’s a mysterious serial killer on the loose with a link to
Annie’s dark past. And the closer he gets, the deeper Rafe’s instinct to protect kicks in. But even with his
considerable skill, Annie’s courage, and his ARES buddies behind him, the slaying won’t stop. Now it’s only
a matter of time before Annie’s next—unless they can unravel a history of deadly lies that won’t be buried.
Praise for Kill Without Mercy “A fantastic blend of romance and suspense . . . thrilling to the end.” —Mary
Burton, USA Today–bestselling author “Prolific Ivy . . . introduces an intimidatingly hot set of protagonists
for her new contemporary romantic thriller series.” —Publishers Weekly “If you want an action packed,
steamy and hard-hitting mystery with a number of unexpected twists, then pick up Kill Without Mercy and
you will not be disappointed.” —Fresh Fiction
Blood Assassin Jun 29 2022 A brokenhearted bodyguard must rescue a telepathic beauty in this paranormal
romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of Blood Born. At six-foot-three and two-hundred-fifty
pounds, Fane is a natural born guardian. A flawless mix of muscled perfection and steely precision, he has
devoted years of his life to protecting a beautiful necromancer. But after she found love in the arms of

another, Fane has been a warrior adrift. He swears allegiance only to the Sentinels. And no woman will ever
rule his heart again . . . Not only a powerful psychic, Serra is also that rare telepath who can connect to minds
through objects. When the daughter of a high-blood businessman is kidnapped, Serra agrees to help. But
when she stumbles onto a conspiracy involving secrets sects and ancient relics, her life is in mortal
danger—and Fane is her only hope. Is the warrior willing to risk his body, his soul, and his heart, for Serra?
Or will one last betrayal destroy them both? Praise for Born in Blood “Ivy's fans will be invested in the
development of romances introduced between supporting characters as well as further building of this
conflicted universe.” —Publishers Weekly “An exciting and sizzling new paranormal romance series.” —RT
Book Reviews“/I>
Time To Murder And Create Oct 29 2019 From the author behind the upcoming Hollywood all-star film A
WALK AMONG THE TOMBSTONES - the second brilliant novel in the Matthew Scudder series The
Spinner is dead, bashed on the head and left to rot in a river. There are three suspects. Henry Prager has paid
enough for the sins of his daughter, and begs Scudder not to destroy his shaky business or the fragile girl's
reformed life. Beverly Etheridge cheerfully admitted all the sex acts Scudder had seen in the photos and she
promises to show him a few more. Theodore Huysendahl offers Scudder enough money to choke even a
blackmailer's greed, a proposition no sane man would turn down. Scudder's code of honour demands that one
of them will pay...
The Intended Victim Jun 17 2021 ONCE, SHE GOT AWAY The body lying on a cold steel slab bears all the
hallmarks of the Chicago Butcher. There’s a cruel slash across her throat, deep enough to sever the carotid
artery, and a small crescent carved into her right breast. Her delicate features are painfully familiar to Ash
Marcel, once a rising star in the Chicago PD. But though the victim resembles his former fiancée, Remi
Walsh, he knows it’s not her. BUT THIS TIME Though Remi escaped a serial killer five years ago, her
father died trying to save her. Grief and guilt caused her to pull away from the man she loved. Now Ash is

back in her life, insisting that Remi is still in danger. IT’S A DEAD END . . . Someone is targeting women
who look just like Remi. With or without a badge, Ash intends to unmask the Butcher. But the killer isn’t
playing games any longer. He’s moving in, ready to finish what he started, and prove there’s nothing more
terrifying than a killer’s obsession . . . Praise for Pretend You’re Safe “Alexandra Ivy gives readers a nice
balance of romance and suspense in her fast-paced, well-plotted novel.” —Kat Martin, New York Times
bestselling author “A satisfying mystery . . . Ivy's clever foreshadowing keeps the tension high throughout
this fast-moving tale, and the romance sizzles.” —Publishers Weekly “A pulse-raising romantic thriller.”
—BookPage
Guardians of Eternity Bundle 1 Jul 27 2019 Bound by loyalty, The Guardians of Eternity are powerful,
seductive vampire warriors. Unequaled in skill and courage, they are sworn to protect their charges from all
danger—except their own hungry desires. Share the thrill in this mesmerizing collection from New York
Times bestselling author Alexandra’s Ivy’s long-running series . . . WHEN DARKNESS COMES Abby
Barlow has just survived an explosion and watched her employer die, and now she’s in a seedy Chicago hotel
with the sexy, unearthly Dante, a man she both desires and fears. For 341 years, Dante has stood as guardian
to The Chalice, a mortal woman chosen to hold back the darkness. A twist of fate has made Abby that
woman. Now she is Dante’s to protect, at all costs . . . EMBRACE THE DARKNESS The last of her kind,
half human, half Shalott, Lady Shay’s blood is a precious aphrodisiac to vampires. But when a curse lands
her on the slave auction block, Viper, chief of a deadly vampire clan, longs to possess her. Yet he wants her
to surrender freely—and is willing to go to hell and back to spend eternity with her . . . DARKNESS
EVERLASTING Possessing a secret strong enough to end a race of demons, Darcy Smith is an unwitting
pawn in an epic battle. Consumed with lust for Darcy, vampire Styxwill do anything to keep her from
Salvatore Giuliani, the leader of the weres who aims to make her queen. Which man can Darcy trust? For all
it takes is one bite to plunge her into a lifetime of servitude—or pleasure . . . DARKNESS REVEALED Two

hundred years ago Anna Randal gave herself to Conde Cezar in a night of passion. Since then, Anna has
become filled with unearthly power, and the vampire responsible has eluded her efforts to track him down,
until now. . . . Cezar’s encounter with Anna cost him two centuries of penance. But one thing hasn’t
changed—his body’s response to her . . . DARKNESS UNLEASHED A scarred recluse, Jagr makes no
secret of his disdain for others. But as a member of Chicago’s powerful vampire clan, he must track down a
missing were pureblood Regan Garrett. But Regan has no intention of complying. And though Jagr agreed
not to harm the stubborn female, he’ll gladly kiss her into submission, awakening an urge he hasn’t felt in
centuries . . .
Embrace the Darkness Jul 31 2022 An elegant vampire goes to hell and back for the demon he loves in this
paranormal romance by the New York Times bestselling author of When Darkness Comes. Lady Shay is the
last of her kind. Half human, half Shalott demon, her blood has healing and aphrodisiac powers that vampires
consider more precious than gold. Though Shalotts are renowned assassins, a curse held over Shay lands her
on an auction block, where she catches the eye of a Vampire named Viper. The beguiling chief of a deadly
vampire clan, Viper can't explain his longing to possess the beautiful Shalott who once saved his life. He
desires both her blood and body, but even when she is his, he wants above all for her to surrender willingly.
But a hidden evil continues to stalk Shay—one that endangers the very existence of Viper's kind. But the love
he feels for her is enough to make him go to hell and back if it means spending an eternity with her in his
arms.
Pivot Sep 28 2019 INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER! From New York Times bestselling authors Kat
Martin, Rebecca Zanetti, and Alexandra Ivy come three interwoven stories of secrets, murder, and riveting
suspense. Three women. Three connected stories. Three bestselling authors. As girls, they bonded over
broken homes and growing up in foster care. As women, they’re fighting for their lives, and loves, once more
. . . MERI When Meriwether Jones takes her young daughter and runs from trouble in L.A., that trouble

follows. By the time Meri reaches Spokane, she’s out of gas, money, and ideas. Luckily, ex-cop Ian Brodie
hires her to help him with his father’s farmhouse, and they seem like the answer to each other’s prayers. But
Meri is keeping a dangerous secret—and Ian is in danger of losing his heart . . . MELANIE That secret
explodes when Melanie Cassidy spots two men trying to kidnap a young boy she tutors and responds by
ramming them with her car. The last thing she expects is for the man she once loved, Detective Gray
Hawkins, to appear and rescue them both. Now she has no choice but to trust him as they investigate the truth
about a conspiracy of dirty, drug trafficking cops—and the truth about their relationship . . . MICHELLE
After a rough youth, Michelle Peach was finally content in Portland—until two men broke into her home,
threatened her, and sent her mentally unstable mom on a blackmail spree that Michelle has to stop. The last
person Michelle wants to see is her ex, Evan Boldon, a former marine turned sheriff. But Evan misses the
woman who walked away instead of letting him help years ago. This time he’s not asking permission; he’s
going to put a stop to the trouble stalking Michelle and her friends—and win her heart for good.
Unstable Sep 01 2022 WHEN IT COMES TO KILLING A dead man in a cemetery isn’t news—unless he’s
found on top of a grave, with a bullet through his head. The body belongs to Jude Henley, who was supposed
to be buried below. Instead, the grave contains the remains of Staci Gale, thought to have run away nearly
three decades ago. Then an old VCR tape arrives at the sheriff station, showing Staci before her
death—bound and terrified—with a note, claiming to be from the killer’s apprentice . . . PRACTICE Rachel
Fisher’s job in cold case files has brought her back to Pike, Wisconsin—where she’ll be working alongside
her ex-husband, Zac Evans. As Pike’s interim sheriff, Zac expected a low-key assignment. Instead, he and
Rachel are racing to solve serial murders from decades past while a new monster goads them with a chilling
promise. Every week there’ll be another old tape—and a fresh victim . . . MAKES PERFECT . . . In this
small town a killer walks—twisted, ruthless, determined to continue his master’s work. And unless Rachel
and Zac can find a way to get ahead of him, the nightmare will never end. Praise for Don’t Look “Exciting. . .

. Once the pieces fall into place, the novel settles into an engaging rhythm.” —Publishers Weekly “Readers
will still eagerly turn the pages to see if their suspicions about the killer’s identity are correct.” —Library
Journal
Five Years Gone Nov 30 2019 "There is not a doubt in my mind that this book will be one of the top books of
2018 for me.” —5 stars, Julie from Hey Girl HEA The most brazen terrorist attack in history. A country bent
on revenge. A love affair cut short. A heart that never truly heals. I knew on the day of the attack that our
lives were changed forever. What I didn’t know then was that I’d never see John again after he deployed.
One day he was living with me, sleeping next to me, making plans with me. The next day he was gone. That
was five years ago. The world has moved on from that awful day, but I’m stuck in my own personal hell,
waiting for a man who may be dead for all I know. At my sister’s wedding, I meet Eric, the brother of the
groom, and my heart comes alive once again. The world is riveted by the capture of the terrorist mastermind,
brought down by U.S. Special Forces in a daring raid. Now I am trapped between hoping I’ll hear from John
and fearing what’ll become of my new life with Eric if I do. From a New York Times bestselling author, Five
Years Gone, a standalone contemporary, is an epic story of love, honor, duty, unbearable choices and
impossible dilemmas. 93,000 words/400 pages
Conquer the Darkness Jun 05 2020 As allegiances shift and new powers align for Alexandra Ivy’s Guardians
of Eternity, one immortal defender knows the sweep of change brings danger—and possibility . . . On the
edge of the Mojave desert, out of the lights of Las Vegas, even a werewolf can expect a share of peace and
solitude. For Ulric, the last surviving member of a pack hunted through centuries, it’s one of few places he’s
willing to drop his guard. Until he spots Brigette, a beautiful wolf-woman he thought dead long ago. When
he gives chase, he loses her—and discovers he’s being followed himself. His pursuer is a zephyr sprite,
Rainn, on the trail of a frightening prophecy she can’t predict or understand. All she knows is that Ulric is at
its center. If he’s determined to find Brigette, she’ll do what she must to keep him with her. When the search

leads them to a place where Ulric’s ghosts and Rainn’s portents intertwine, a lurking evil waits to swallow
them both. But as they fight for survival, their need for each other will become impossible to deny . . .
Predatory Nov 22 2021 Four bestselling paranormal authors take you into the shadowy realm of vampires,
immortals, and other supernatural beings with a thirst for illicit desire. Out of Control by Alexandra Ivy
Ph.D. student Angela Locke has a crush on her sexy professor, Dr. Nikolo Bartrev. When she learns he's
actually a Sentinel with extraordinary powers, she joins forces with him to catch a psychopath. But soon,
their hottest pursuit is of each other . . Ties That Bind by Nina Bangs Cassie Tyler agrees to sub for her
friend at the funeral home where she works. But she gets more than she bargained for when a group of men
attack her, and a vampire comes to her rescue . . . In Still Darkness by Dianne Duvall Immortal Richart
d'Alençon can't forget the woman who rewarded him with a sensuous kiss after he saved her from a trio of
vampires. While Richart knows that loving a human can only bring trouble, the taste of forbidden lust is too
great to resist . . . High Stakes by Hannah Jayne When vampire fashionista Nina LaShay's design contest
rival is found dead, she's the prime suspect. Sexy photographer Pike is number two. He's the kind of man
who makes Nina salivate. But will she have to reveal herself to have him—and to save them both? Or does
Pike have a secret of his own? “A tantalizing quartet of supernatural settings and lusty romances . . . .
Newcomers to paranormal romance will find this to be a good place to start.” —Publishers Weekly
You Will Suffer Mar 27 2022 A new gripping, chilling thriller from New York Times bestselling author,
Alexandra Ivy. If you love Karen Rose, Karin Slaughter and Lisa Gardner, you'll LOVE Alexandra Ivy!
Readers are raving about her! '5 stars all the way because you will not put it down' 'Well written and
thoroughly credible...guaranteed to blow you away' Someone has a secret. One worth killing for. The rolling
fields outside Curry, Oklahoma, are a beautiful spot to ramble on a spring day...and a lonely place to die.
Rejecting her judge father's prestigious connections, Ellie Guthrie opened her own law firm in Curry. But
something strange is going on. Ellie's tires are slashed. Dead rats are dumped on her patio. And then bodies

begin turning up - supposed overdoses that her neighbour, former FBI agent Nate Marcel, suspects are
something much more sinister. There's a killer in town, toying with her, drawing both Ellie and Nate into a
web of murder and vengeance. To find answers, she'll have to unearth this small community's dark and
twisted past...before it's her turn to die. Look for more page-turning suspense from Alexandra Ivy with
Pretend You're Safe and What Are You Afraid Of?, out now.
Born in Blood Feb 11 2021 To find a brutal killer, a copy must team up a woman who can read the final
thoughts of the dead in this paranormal romance series opener. Enter the dark world of the
Sentinels—humans cast out due to their special abilities, treading the line between life and death, good and
evil, pleasure and pain . . . Sergeant Duncan O'Conner has seen it all before. Beautiful erotic dancer,
murdered at home, no suspect, no motive. But there's one clue: she's missing her heart. It's enough to make
the hard-bitten Kansas City cop enlist the help of a necro—one of the dead-channeling freaks who live in the
domed city of nearby Valhalla. It's a long shot, but desperate crimes call for desperate measures. Unlike the
other “high-bloods” in Valhalla, Callie Brown considers her abilities a gift, not a curse. But when she reads
the dancer's final thoughts, she senses a powerful presence blocking her vision. This is no ordinary homicide.
This is the work of a legendary necromancer who controls souls. A ravenous force that will put Callie's skills
to the test, O'Conner's career at risk, and both their hearts on the line . . . literally. Praise for New York
Times–bestselling Author Alexandra Ivy “Beyond the Darkness kept me riveted! The Guardians of Eternity
series is highly addictive.” —Larissa Ione, New York Times bestselling author "Ivy always packs her books
with buckets of action, emotion and sexy sizzle. Another winner!” —RT Book Reviews on Devoured by
Darkness
Pretend You're Safe Aug 08 2020 A Missouri woman and a former lawman fight an obsessive serial killer
in this romantic thriller series debut by the New York Times–bestselling author. After the floods came the
bodies. The victims—strangled, then buried along the shores of the Mississippi—have finally been

unearthed, years after they disappeared. The killer remembers with satisfaction each woman he laid to rest.
But there’s only one he truly wanted. And fate has brought her within reach again. Jaci Patterson was sixteen
when she found the first golden locket on her porch. Inside were a few strands of hair wrapped around a
scrap of bloodstained ribbon. Though the “gifts” kept arriving, no one believed her hunch that a serial killer
was at work. Back then, Rylan Cooper was an arrogant deputy sheriff convinced that Jaci was just an
attention-seeking teen. Now he knows that ignoring her warnings was a fatal mistake. With Jaci back in
town, the nightmare is starting once more. But this time, Rylan will do whatever it takes to keep her safe.
“Alexandra Ivy gives readers a nice balance of romance and suspense in her fast-paced, well-plotted novel.”
—Kat Martin, New York Times–bestselling author
Faceless Nov 03 2022 BE CAREFUL A masked robber, a gunshot, an endless nightmare left in its wake.
Wynter Moore was just four years old when she witnessed the murder of her mother. For twenty-five years
she’s tried to blunt the trauma with ambition. Yet each year, she shuts down her popular Iowa restaurant to
return to her small hometown of Pike, Wisconsin, to grieve. Only this time, her visit will be marked by new
danger and shocking discoveries about the past—and about her mother. WHAT YOU DIG FOR Why kill
her? That’s what’s scrawled on the picture Pike’s recently deceased sheriff left behind for Wynter. Pulled
from surveillance tape, it shows the fatal hold-up—and raises unnerving questions. Soon, Wynter is opening
a Pandora’s box of dark revelations and suspects. When frightening incidents and threats start coming, it’s
clear that Wynter is a target herself. Enemies seem to abound—except for one man . . . YOU JUST MIGHT
GET KILLED Game warden Noah Heller has tried to convince himself that Wynter is just a friend ever since
they met in grief counseling as teenagers. But now that she’s in danger, that denial is over. Traveling to her
side, he helps Wynter retrace the treacherous steps of her complex mother’s life—before she loses her own.
Because someone wants—needs—Wynter gone, forever. Praise for Pretend You’re Safe “A satisfying
mystery . . . Ivy's clever foreshadowing keeps the tension high throughout this fast-moving tale, and the

romance sizzles.” —Publishers Weekly “A pulse-raising romantic thriller.” —BookPage
Beyond the Darkness Jan 13 2021 A beautiful, independent werewolf is seduced by an irresistible pack
leader in this paranormal romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Salvatore Giuliani is not a
happy werewolf. It's his duty as a leader to track down the pureblood werewolf females who can keep his
people from extinction. But the moment he catches scent of Harley, a pureblood held by a pack of mangy
curs, his savage need for her obliterates all other instincts. But despite his power and allure, Harley refuse to
be his mate. Harley has been taught to distrust all Weres, especially their arrogant leaders. She won't be used
for breeding or bonded against her will, not even to a man who makes her every nerve tingle. Yet Salvatore
could help her save the family she never knew she had. As they both edge closer to indulging their desire,
they must also face a vicious enemy sworn to destroy them both.
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